The article sums up the analysis of quasi-names as a result of receptive distortion in the course of auditory perception. Rolan Barthes' theory of second-order semiological system is applied to modeling cognitive procedures of sense reception and transformation. Individual concept dominating the receptor's intentional horizon at a particular point of time correlates with internal time of ego and transforms the initial sense of the message into a new meaning. Algorithm of formation and functioning of second-order semiological system is tested as an instrument of individual myth creation. Study of individual quasi-names underlies general gnoseological view of concept's myth-forming function not limited to ideological concept domain. Correlation between the signifier and the signified is investigated within the context of phenomenological identity attained through interiorization -bringing the sign in harmony with the internal time of ego.
are like flown birds", "Spoken word is but wind, the written letter remains".
Fixed character of the written texts makes it a convenient object of study, whereas oral speech being attached to the moment of speaking has for centuries been hard of access for scientific analysis, although it has always remained an object of listeners' subjective evaluation.
Quasi-names as names of non-existing personages represent one of the study objects captain and full captain, and when he became colonel the emperor commanded that Kizh appear before him. As no Kizh could be found, the military bureaucrats followed the paper trail and discovered the original mistake. To conceal the discrepancy, they decided to inform the emperor on the death of Kizh. Paul I was really sad at the news; "What a pity," he said, "he was a good officer". Researchers believe that Tynyanov's idea of "Lieutenant Kizhe" emerged as a strategy to exemplify his theoretical speculations. In "The Problem of Versicular language" he dwells on "semantically senseless words acquiring seeming semantics in verse" (Tynyanov, 1924: 82) . This "semasiologization" of senseless words was ascribed by Tynyanov to "tightness and unity of poetic line", which intensify so called "oscillating signs of meaning" thus creating "seeming meaning" (Tynyanov, 1924: 82) . The dynamic poetic line may contain "semantic gaps, which are filled with the word meaning no matter what" (Tynyanov, 1924: 82) . Tightness and rhythm of the line confer meaning to these gaps with orientation to the neighboring word. Barthes' second-order -mythologicalsemiological system draws on Saussure's classical understanding of sign formalized in the three-dimensional pattern resting on the notions of the signifier, the signified and the sign. In the secondary-order semiological system "a sign (namely the associative total of a concept and an image) in the first system, becomes a mere signifier in the second" (Barthes, 1991: 58) . So the signifier in myth has double function: that of the final term of the linguistic system and the first term of the mythical system. We assume that individual concept creating individual myth possesses these propertiesit is intended for the specific addressee, being non-existent or irrelevant for the others. As the signified may have several signifiers, it "selects" one of them through the dominant concept.
"When it becomes form, the meaning leaves its contingency behind; it empties itself, it becomes impoverished, history evaporates, only the letter remains. There is here a paradoxical permutation in the reading operations, an abnormal regression from meaning to form, from the linguistic sign to the mythical signifier" (Barthes, 1991: 116) .
Barthes presents correlation between the firstorder (language) and second-order (myth) sign systems as follows (Table) . in with them? But there is always the possibility that they will engulf you and that you will go wandering down a horn into a mondegreen underworld from which you can never escape" (Connor, 2009 ).
Therefore, the process of second-order semiological system formation detailed in
Barthes' "Mythologies" demonstrates explicit similarity to that inducing phenomenological myth -within the concept domain the sign loses its initial sense, which is "stolen" by the concept and acquires a new meaning imposed by the addressee's myth.
